Our members:

GREECE

WWW.EDAATTIKIS.GR

ROMANIA

ACUE

HTTPS://WWW.ACUE.RO/
Our members: Eurogas

France
AFG – Association Française du Gaz
WWW.AFGAZ.FR

United Kingdom
AIK Energy
HTTPS://AIK.ENERGY/

Italy
ANIGAS
WWW.ANIGAS.IT

Germany
BDEW – Bundesverband der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft
WWW.BDEW.DE

United Kingdom
Cheniere Marketing International
WWW.CHENIERE.COM

Latvia
Conexus Baltic Grid
WWW.CONEXUS.LV

Czech Republic
CPS Czech Gas Association

France
DCbrain
LUXEMBOURG
Enovos Luxembourg
WWW.ENOVOS.EU

NORWAY
Equinor
WWW.EQUINOR.COM

DENMARK
EVIDA
HTTPS://WWW.EVIDA.DK/

AUSTRIA
FGW – Fachverband der Gas- und Wärmeversorgungsunternehmungen
WWW.GASWAERME.AT

PORTUGAL
Galp Gás Natural Distribuição
HTTPS://GALPGASNATURALDISTRIBUCAO.PT/

IRELAND
Gas Networks Ireland
WWW.GASNETWORKS.IE
A GREEN DEAL FOR CLEAN HIGH QUALITY JOBS AND GROWTH IN EUROPE DRIVEN BY THE ENERGY SECTOR? | 13 OCTOBER 2021 | MORE INFORMATION HERE
Do you have a question?  
Eurogas is part of GasNaturally 
CONTACT US  
GASNATURALLY.EU

Subscribe to our 
MOLECULES – THE EUROGAS NEWSLETTER

Our latest tweet
We need to use existing & well-integrated European gas infrastructure to keep the costs of the #EnergyTransition low. In the newsletter, our President @DHolleaux shares his ideas on how Europe can become a world leader in the #decarbonised gas market ➡️ http://bit.ly/3uEDDnX 
https://t.co/908Ojim5j2

MORE ON TWITTER